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WEAVING FOR BEGINNERS: AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
Peggy Osterkamp

SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA: LEASE STICKS PRESS, 2010. HARDBOUND SPIRAL, 406 PAGES, $49.95. ISBN 978-0-9768855-1-1

Whether you are learning to weave or teaching weaving, this book off ers everything you need 
to know. Based on Osterkamp’s years of weaving and teaching using time-honored European 

weaving techniques, Weaving for Beginners opens by guiding the beginner through the basics of equipment 
and back-to-front warping and then presents a sampler cleverly designed to introduce balanced, weft-
faced, and warp-faced weaves on the same warp. The fi rst project is followed by an in-depth discussion of 
the benefi ts of back-to-front and front-to-back warping, with a section written by Patricia Townsend on 
front-to-back warping that includes mixing warp colors at the loom and specifi c instructions for weaving 
a chenille scarf. Later chapters suggest future projects for the beginning weaver, explore hand-manipulated 
weaves, and teach the basics of rigid-heddle weaving. 

Advanced chapters include an in-depth discussion on how to read and write a draft and then 
progress to drafting for block weaves, such as overshot and summer and winter. One might wish that 
the later chapters on sett, selvedges, project planning, and troubleshooting were laminated, because they are so packed with 
useful reference information that they are likely to be worn out over the course of a weaving career. Worksheets and formulas 
for determining sett using grist, diameter, and weave structure; tips for good selvedges and diagnostics for poor selvedges; and 
well-illustrated, step-by-step instructions for repairing a fixed thread or threading error, finding a lost cross, or fixing weaving 
mistakes—all are designed to get the beginning-to-intermediate weaver off to a smooth and confident start. 

The chapter on computer software and the chapter on knots are especially innovative and informative. Written by experts 
among Osterkamp’s students and colleagues, the computer chapter explains the benefits of WIF files, tells how to choose a 
weaving software package, explores the design capabilities of weaving programs, and gives a sample assignment to get the 
reader started. In the final chapter of the book, Osterkamp answers your questions about what knot to use when and relieves 
all knot anxiety: snitch knots, lark’s head and double half hitches are all revealed through excellent illustrations. After you finish 
reading  the “rabbit hole story,” you will never forget the weaver’s knot again.

Weaving for Beginners is clearly a labor of love by an outstanding teacher and a community of enthusiastic and dedicated 
weavers. It will be a welcome addition to many a weaver’s bookshelf, beginning weaver or otherwise.

—Anita Osterhaug

THE BEST OF WEAVER’S: SUMMER AND WINTER PLUS
Edited by Madelyn van der Hoogt

SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA: XRX BOOKS, 2010. PAPERBOUND, 123 PAGES, $28.95. ISBN 978-1-933064-21-5

Summer and Winter Plus is the latest volume in the excellent Best of Weaver’s series. The books in this 
series are compilations of articles originally published in Weaver’s and Prairie Wool Companion magazines. 

Summer and Winter Plus is a comprehensive collection of informative articles—a workshop in a book—for 
anyone interested in tied-weave structures (weaves such as summer and winter that use tie-down threads to 
interlace with a pattern weft). By weaving the projects in succession or by using each as inspiration to create 
something unique, weavers are off ered an opportunity to gain a thorough understanding of tied weaves and 
discover many of the variations possible with these versatile structures.

To form a foundation for understanding how tied weaves work, the book begins with instruction in 
the most basic example, summer and winter. A variety of techniques are covered in the articles that 
follow, such as using tie-down threads to create secondary patterning, using pick-up for patterning, 
designing tied weaves with profile drafts, creating color effects, changing the structure of the ground 
cloth, turning drafts for efficient weaving, and more. An excellent tutorial by Jacquie Kelly covers tied 
weaves and their many variations, outlining their complex interrelationships.

In addition to two-tie weaves, articles are included that cover three- and four-tie weaves as well as the related weft-faced 
structures that can be woven on the same threadings: taqueté (weft-faced compound tabby) and samitum (weft-faced 
compound twill). While most articles cover structures with a one-to-one ratio of tie-down to pattern threads, there are a few that 
delve into the use of other ratios to create unique patterning and texture. Several authors introduce creative options for varying 
the tie-down threads and treadling orders in ways that create either texture or secondary patterning.

Tied weaves are shaft-efficient (each pattern shaft functions as an independent pattern block) but treadle-hungry structures. 
Fortunately, many of the contributors to this volume use skeleton tie-ups that allow tremendous versatility and require fewer 
treadles to create cloth. Terminology used in available tied-weave reference material can be confusing, since some terms are 
different or have different meanings in the available sources. Van der Hoogt’s intelligent editing has tempered that problem, and 
every article uses concise and understandable terminology.

Overall, this book is a must-have valuable reference for any weaver interested in this family of weaves.

—Su Butler
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